


Thanks for downloading and welcome to the latest Nifty 
eBook. In this edition we want to help you unlock new, 
residual revenue streams through digital but first I wanted to 
touch on the most important element of any strategy – the 
objectives. 
 
Essentially, what’s the point? 
Producing content is often 
resource-heavy, timely and 
open to error. So, why are 
you doing it? It may seem 
like a somewhat facetious 
question but often we find 
organisations sharing 
content without any real 
endgame in sight. 

We all know the power 
social media, and platforms 
like YouTube, wield in the 
digital world. I’m not at all 
suggesting you stop running 
content. Fans yearn for 
information – and access – 
while commercial partners 

need reach and recognition. 
Digital content plans help 
generate these important 
goals but there’s more to 
be considered than simply 
reach. You need an overall 
objective, an outcome to 
work towards. 

Nifty specialises in 
unlocking new, residual 
revenue streams for 
sports organisations 
and rights holders. 
We love connecting 
fanbases and enhancing 
digital experiences to grow 
engagement, increase 
reach and expand 
commercial opportunities. 
All with defined central 
objectives in mind.

Digital is the most tangible, 
trackable way of achieving 
these objectives. This could 
be increased commercial 
value, fan engagement, 
new income opportunities, 
or data collection to grow 
marketable databases. We 
help organisations generate 
income through objective-
focused social media, 
communications, data and 
partner strategies. 

Content is king but 
objectives are key – that’s    
why we’ll work closely with 

your team to understand
the overall targets before 
defining how digital can 
help achieve them. The 

point is there’s strategy, 
objectives and outcomes  

 attached to everything   
  we do – it’s not about 

  sharing content for 
  content’s sake. 

That’s why we 
produced this eBook, to 
help you understand the 
potential opportunities 
that digital offers and 
how to unlock them. From 
here, you can align your 
digital objectives with the 
overall business goals while 
generating engagement 
and enticing new audiences 
along the way. 

Enjoy! 

Christian 
CEO & Founder 



First, we need to talk about video. 
Video, and access. 

Access is what all fans want. The diehards yearn for 
information and to feel like they’re part of the club. 
It’s the tribal nature of sports that we all want access 
to the inner core, and the best way of offering 
access? You guessed it, video.

92% of internet users 

watch some kind of video 

content online each week.
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Fans will literally return 
home from a game they’ve 
just watched live, only to 
re-watch highlights and 
analysis of that very game. 
It’s the cause of so many 
household arguments all over  
the UK! 

Video may come in 
pre-recorded evergreen form, 
earning residual revenue, 
lives that generate instant 
income or match highlights. 

However video content is 
shared, when done correctly 
it offers a myriad of benefits.

Video is key for engagement, 
reach and revenue 
generation and should be 
central to your content plan. 
Whether it’s earning directly 
through subscription, from 
views through ads, or in a 
live access format, video is 
where the true potential for 
new revenue streams lies. 



One of the OGs of social 
media, Facebook still holds 
immense power and in 
recent years its monetisation 
capabilities have grown 
exponentially. 

Pre-pandemic, monetisation 
was focused around 
sponsorship but since then 
the channel’s introduced 
Facebook Subscriptions 
and Facebook Stars, which 
added to the existing earning 
opportunities. 

To become eligible for Facebook monetisation, 
you need: 

10,000
followers

30,000
views in 
60 days

To follow 
Facebook 

policies

Facebook’s transition to a video-oriented 
platform is well underway. The watch 
tab recommends videos based on your 
likes and searches and can be used to 
great affect for ad-revenue.

2.11bn
potential ad 

reach through 
Facebook

34%
of global 

population see 
Facebook ads 

Allowing content creators to earn from 
consistent, compelling video has helped 
Facebook in the war against YouTube and, 
now, TikTok. Ads are not the only way to 
monetise on Facebook though. For us, 
Facebook is where subscriptions rule. 



Facebook Subscriptions 
allow you to place exclusive 
content behind a paywall. 
This includes lives, which 

are perfect to slot onto the 
end of pre-match media 
conferences to offer fan 

access with QnAs, for 
instance. 

Brand Collabs Manager 
brings together brands 
and content creators. It 
can work well but there 
are not always relevant 
opportunities available. 
Don’t write it off though 

because the right partner is 
always worth finding.

Facebook Stars 
are usually the first 

monetisation tool you’ll 
unlock. Basically, one star 
is the same as 1p and you 

can generate income during 
lives as people donate. 
Stars are great for CSR 

and fundraising.

In-Stream Ads
allow us to build residual 

revenue streams with 
evergreen content. Earnings 

rely on viewer figures. 
Understand your audience 
to know what to share and 

when, then place ads at the 
optimum moments. 

Facebook needs a considered, bespoke approach if you’re 
to reap the rewards of its global audience. Remember to 
define an endgame first – what’s the goal? Establish that 
and Facebook is a powerful tool in achieving it. 

• Easy-to-use editor
• Endless professional 

templates
• Text-to-video 
• Voice-over feature

Facebook’s InVideo is a 
powerful video-creation 
tool, including an AI 
assistance to fine-tune 
your clip and… There are three in-stream 

Facebook ad types:

Mid-roll ads play at specific times

Static image ads below video

 

Pre-roll ads play before video starts



Instagram is bursting with 
aspirational content and 
boasts one billion users 
and 500 million daily 
active users. It’s a 
behemoth of a social media 
channel that continues to 
grow at an unprecedented 
rate. But what does that have 
to do with you? 

Often we fall into the trap 
of producing content for 
content’s sake. You wouldn’t 
keep playing the same way 
if you kept losing, would 
you? Switch it up! If you 
considered Instagram as a 
direct revenue generator, 

would that change how you 
used the platform?

Much like sport, it’s not about 
the number of fans (followers) 
you have, it’s about the noise 
(engagement) they make. 
The trick is solving your 
audience’s need for access.
Get behind the scenes, often.

 

1-in-3
daily users 

follow a sports 
account.

44%
of users shop 

weekly on 
Instagram

Utilise your influencer 

fans across all channels, 
they are often keen 
collaborators.

Sell your merch with the 

Shopping feature. 

Maybe kick-off your sales 

with a charity fundraiser.

Lives can be a fantastic 

tool for activations but 

think about the longer 

term commercial opps.

With sponsored 
content, it’s not about followers – engagement is what they’re after. 



2.56bn
potential ad 

reach through 
YouTube

1.5bn
users engaging 
with YouTube 

Shorts 

Viewers can opt to 
become members on a 
monthly subscription to 
access exclusive content.

Merch shelf allows 
fans to buy products 
showcased on your watch 
page. 

Super chat and super 
stickers allows fans 
to pay to highlight their 
messages during lives.

Advertising revenue 
can be generated through 
display, overlay and 
video ads. 

The YouTube Shorts 
Fund is a $100m fund 
that’s distributed each 
month to reward creators. 

You get part of a Premium 

subscriber’s fee when 
they watch your content 
too.

You’ll need
1,000 subs.

Requires
10,000 subs.

££
Cheeky

goal bonus

Although we use Facebook
to great effect, for us
it’s YouTube that leads
the way in monetisation
opportunities.

Facebook may have
borrowed enough features
from the video giant’s
roadmap to make it a
viable contender but if your
audience allows it, go with
the GOAT of video platforms.



TikTok generated $146 billion 
in 2022, up year-on-year by 
142%...

To become eligible for monetisation, you need: 

TikTok may be the new kid
on the block but it’s already
made its mark with 1.2
billion active users that’s 
expected to hit 1.8 billion 
by the end of the year.

It’s easy to create 
eye-grabbing video and the
algorithms keenly identify
your interests early. That’s
why it’s the top app for
consumer spend.

TikTok Creator Next
is the monetisation portal,
although sadly you cannot
access this with a business
account. This will need
consideration as the TikTok
Creator program is best
suited for individuals and
influencers. It leaves two
primary revenue streams for
business accounts.

10,000
followers

3 posts
in the last
30 days

1,000
views in 30

days

193%
boost in views 
when creators 

collaborate 18%
of internet 

users 18+ see 
TikTok ads

Sponsored content 
is an obvious 

starting point. TikTok 
audiences can be built 
swiftly and if it’s done 

right, engagement 
is high. That’s what 

commercial partners 
are looking for.

Live streaming  
for fundraising, even 

if it’s not directly 
through your account. 

Collaborating with 
creators to raise 

funds for your charity 
partners is a great 
way of generating 

reach.



58m
businesses on 

LinkedIn

42%
say it’s most 
effective for 

leads

Did you know LinkedIn has 
810 million members? It’s 
not the largest platform, but 
nearly 60% of its users are 
aged between 25 and 34.  

LinkedIn content plans 
should be considered from 
a business, and not fan, 
perspective. This is your 
opportunity to highlight your 

employer brand, the great 
work you do, the facilities 
you have and the charities 
you support. Use this 
content plan to entice new 
commercial partners. 

Pinterest may seem a bit out 
of place here – you can’t 
monetise it after all – but like 
LinkedIn, the platform offers 
value worth considering in 
your comms plans. 

There are 431 million active 
users on Pinterest but that’s 
not the only reason we’re 
talking about it. Pinterest 
is a fantastic tool for 
optimisation. 

If you’re looking to conquer 
certain keywords, especially 
for image searches, then 
Pinterest is where you 
need to begin. Start with 
aspiring team photos and 
celebrations but don’t 
forget shots of fans and the 
community too. 
 



Why use Shopify?
Shopify is the largest 
eCommerce platform in the 
west and for good reason. It’s 
simple to use, cost-effective 
and very customisable. The 
platform hosts businesses 
of all sizes, from first-time 
sellers through to multi-
million dollar corporations  
like Gymshark and Red Bull.

Shopify offers some fantastic 
opportunities for sports 

teams and rights holders. 
From simple integration into 
social platforms for ease-
of-purchase to reporting 
tools that connect to nearly 
all CRMs. It also provides 
wholesale opportunities, 
allowing for seamless roll-out 
of your latest kit or products, 
and the POS system lets 
stores sell online and in-
person, ensuring stock 
management is tracked in 
club shops and online.

457m
people 

purchased 
from Shopify 

in 2021 2.1m
daily active 

users

 
Our friends at Alvio have created a Shopify add-on 
that syncs orders, inventory and fulfilment in real-
time between brands, merchants and retailers. It gives 
marketers the opportunity to run promotions across not 
only your own channels but retailers you’ve partnered 
with. It also empowers eCommerce managers to 
expand product ranges without costly acquisition.

More products, more customers, less cost.

55%
year-on-year 
growth of new 

businesses 
signing up

100
different 
payment
 providers



Let’s be honest, without 
strategy, planning 
and consistency, this 
information is useless… 

There’s enough information 
in this eBook to start building 
your new revenue streams, 
but without objectives and 
a clear roadmap on how to 
achieve them, it’s unlikely 
you’ll capitalise on the 
wealth of opportunities 
available in the digital realm. 

Approach each channel in its 
own right, tailor your content 
and set your KPIs. After that, 
you have to be consistent. 
There may only be three 
people on your first live, but 
stick with it. 

NURTURE your content, have conversations 

 

INVENT new ways of engaging your audience

 

FOCUS on how the desire for access drives your endgame 

 

TEST everything, don’t rely on experience

 

YOLO - go big, or go home but be realistic

 

…and most important of all, be CONSISTENT.

Our tips for success:



Here we define the target audience - their likes, 

interests and discussion topics.
Whether it’s through exclusive 
content, subscriptions, 
on-demand video, advertising 
or new sponsorship, we’ll define 
the right opportunities for your 
audience.

We orchestrate, manage and 
implement new digital strategies 
to drive growth through our 
bespoke communications 
environment, the Niftyverse.

What do the results look like?

Over a 10-month period we grew a Facebook page from sub 
30,000 subscribers to almost 200,000 and a hugely-profitable 
revenue stream with weekly live behind-the-scenes access. Through engaged 

viewers, this page now 
generates around £21,000 per month.

£1,500
each paying £9.49 (Apple) or £8.99 
(Google) a month, page takes 70%.

More than 

subscribers 696
viewers on live broadcasts.

Avg. 

1) The Audit

First, we’ll run a digital audit of all your activities and your 
competitors’ activities.

Next, we plan how to move the audience 
from where they are to where we need them.

2) The Funnel

4) The Content
We define the concept, craft the message, optimise the content 
and build the creative before refining, testing and refreshing.

3) The Audience

Campaign delivery starts at phase one. First there’s the time-
line, then optimisation, then reporting and finally, testing.

5) The Channels

When it comes to channels, we’re looking for audience volumes 

and the easiest and most efficient ways of engaging them.

6) The Delivery



Nifty’s tacticians

Christian
Founder & CEO
christian@niftycomms.com

Christian helped turn Chelsea 
FC’s traffic from 400k a month to 
6.5mill a week before moving into 
motorsport where the Niftyverse was 
created. He’s also proudly generated 
more then £6 million in value for 
charity.

Rachel
Head of Operations
rachel@niftycomms.com

Rachel boasts more then 20 years 
of business development, sales, 
marketing, PR, communications, 
event management and CSR 
experience in the luxury, hospitality 
and health and fitness sectors.

Jamie
Digital Manager
jamie.gordon@niftycomms.com

As a Chartered Institute of Marketing 
professional, Jamie has honed his 
marketing expertise in the sports 
sphere. Prior to becoming Nifty’s 
digital guru, he previously worked 
at Birmingham City Football Club 
where he managed all of the club’s 
marketing output.

Sam
Senior Account Manager
sam.wright@niftycomms.com

Sam’s been in and around the world 
of PR for over a decade and comes 
with plenty of industry experience. A 
coverage-driven sports-fanatic, Sam 
prides himself on his copywriting and 
media and client liaison skills. He’s 
well-versed with both D2C and B2B 
communications, and has worked on 
award-winning campaigns. 



The Nifty Playmakers

Beth
Production Manager

Marc
Account Manager

Gary
Accounts

Nick
Google Guru

Neil
Non-Executive Director

Nick
Non-Executive Director

Jake
Account Executive

Carolin
Account Manager

Tamara
Business Development

Federica
Account Manager



Nifty delivers 
exponential growth for 
our partners through 
three commercial
models.

The traditional approach 
is for brands looking for a 
supplier relationship on a 
fixed-fee model. 

The hybrid approach 
reduces up-front risk 
through a revenue share 
model. 

The Niftyverse is a 
joint-venture approach 
with combined risk but 
new levels of success.



 
4 Bank St, Worcester WR1 2EW 

hello@niftycomms.com
01905 27126

www.niftycomms.com

Nifty specialises in generating 
reach, recognition and return by 

amplifying content and compelling 
audiences. 


